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It is through this reductionist approach that there is renewed hope for the future. Basic science has taught us much about the underlying susceptibilities and mechanisms of NEC, but it has not yielded a magic bullet. Although still in its infancy, NEC reductionism is offering fresh ideas for prevention and treatment through delineation and identification of distinct high-risk subgroups.
1 Transfusion-associated NEC is one of the newest and most promising subgroups for intervention thus far.
In a seminal manuscript published on this topic earlier this year, the authors from the Intermountain Health System showed that transfusion-associated NEC occurs relatively late in the hospital course of predominately very low birth weight infants. 2 In this edition, Singh et al. demonstrate that the underlying extent of anemia is a confounding risk factor, independent of transfusion. 3 Likewise, the window of time in which NEC is most strongly associated with transfusion is 48 h. Thus, we can surmise that the etiology by which NEC evolves after transfusion unfolds rapidly, although we do not know precisely what the etiology is. Also in this edition, El-Dib et al. demonstrate a reduction in transfusionassociated NEC when feeds were withheld during transfusion. 4 Finally, no clinical study done thus far has found any relationship between blood product age and NEC (making poor blood banking an unlikely culprit).
The current findings are provocative, but it is first and foremost important to keep equipoise. Retrospective cohort studies cannot prove causation, only association. Thus, the current studies can best be compiled and used as roadmaps for future prospective multicenter studies. The questions we need to ask now are: (1) What is the risk benefit ratio of transfusion versus anemia with respect to NEC? (2) What is the best way to manage feeding during and after transfusion? (3) Are there variables with blood product preparation that we have yet to properly evaluate (for example, specific blood types, sex, race, seasonality, or preservative use)? (4) Are there other confounding variables that we have yet to identify besides formula versus breast milk feeds?
There is a lot to do, but suddenly it feels like we have a reason to get on with it. It feels like we could someday conquer NECy one subgroup at a time.
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